
Wibble’s Guide to Setting up Dicktator Colored Shell + Wetmap 

This presupposes you have already installed Dicktator / Textures mod (and its Futalicious dependencies). 

Step 1. Adding the Dong 

Load your character into Daz. I used Gen8 Basic male.  

In your Content Library tab, select the Dicktator v3 folder. You should be able to see some items in the 

content pane as below. 

 

Ensure your Character is selected in the Scene tab. 

Double-click the item labelled 1_Dictator Genitalia 0.3. 

This should add the dong, but it will be entirely white. To fix that… 

Then Double-click the item labelled 2_Dictator_Material Copy v3 

 This should copy the base gen8 textures for the dong, and it will look flesh colored.   



 
Your viewport should now look like this, and you should see the Dicktator Genitalia item listed under 

your character in the Scene tab. 

Step 2. Adding the Color Shell 

We now want to add a dong ‘shell’ to the genitalia. This will allow us to select a fancier color texture 

map. A shell is a thin layer that wraps around your dong, and we can add color to it. 

To do this: 

1. Ensure your Character is still selected in the Scene tab. 

2. In the Content Library tab, now double-click the 3_Dicktator_shell item. 

 



This will add a very thin white layer around the dong. This layer is called a shell. 

 

Before proceeding further, we should probably also double click the 4_Shell_fix item in the list. Nothing 

will happen visibly when you do this. 

At this stage, you should see the new item in the scenes tab listed under the Dictator Genitalia. It will 

likely be called ‘Dicktator Shell’. 

 Step 3. Adding Color to the Shell 

Time to make this dong look….er, more dong like. 

First. In the Scene tab, select the Dicktator Shell. 

Then, in your Content Library, navigate to the M_Texures_Wizard folder, as pictured below. 

 



Within the M_Textures_Wizard folder, open the 1_Dicktator UV Set subfolder, and select the DCK Color 

Set folder you want. In this case, I went with DCK Color Set 1.  

 

With the DCK Color Set 1 folder selected, there are 4 texture options. I decided to use the first option: 

Shell DF Texture Set 1_1 

Ensuring that the shell we created is selected in the scene tab, double-click the texture you want. 

 

This should apply that texture to the shell, and your dong should look like a popsicle to hot girls 

everywhere. 



Step 4. Adding a Wet Shell 

We now want to make that bad boy glisten. Time to add a wet shell. 

 

In the Scene tab, select your Character again. 

In the Content Library tab, select the folder named DCK Wet Maps as shown below. This is a sister 

folder to the color set folder we had selected previously 

When the DCK Wet Maps folder is selected, you should see several items.  

Double-click the !Dicktator_Wet Shell item. 

 

Surprise! Your dong turned white again! Relax, it’s just a phase. 



Step 5. Making that Wet Shell Shine! 

 In the scenes tab, select the new ‘Dicktalicious_DCK UVs Wet Shell’ item.  

This should be present under the Genitalia, next to the Dictator Shell item. (If the Wet Shell is parented 

to the Dictator shell by mistake, simply delete it and repeat Step 4) 

Now, back in the Content Library tab, double click any of the wet map presets that appeal to you. 

 

I selected the Wet Shell DK Drip Preset 01. But you can select which one rocks your world. 

If all has gone well, you should now have both the color you want, and the wet map effect you want. 

There numerous other things you can play around with such as displacement effects and such. But those 

are outside the scope of this guide. Don’t be afraid to play around with it. 


